
[03/15/2018 Jeff 12:20PM] 
The realm of His Majesty 
 
Jeff: Restoring breaches, restoring breaches, filling in the gaps, destroying all hesitations, false 
equilibrium. I see balances, judgements. Hands on one scale of the balance, hearts are on the other 
side of the balance.. I see the Lord pouring his Blood on both. He is balancing them – the 
equilibrium was off. [ I think we are going up] I saw us all eagles and the Lord is balancing out our 
equilibrium so we could fly straight. He is washing out our eyes with the water of His word so we 
could see clearly with eagle vision. I’m seeing Bethesda in the distance.  
 
Lev 19:36 
Zech 4:1-5, 11-14 
 
 
Jana: 3/15/2018 
Archangel 
[Feels like a conch shell tighter inside] 
Now I’m aligning to multiple windows. Wherever this is right now is quite painful. 
Paul: It has to do with perception 
Jana: It is seeing lack or lack of but there is a fine line to the reality of what is. It is blocking life. 
Much like a veil, like a parallel window. 
To see one is not to see the other. 
Paul: We are moving into something really evil 
Jana: This is a region like Sheol. So death seems more real. This is not so much where you live but 
the connection to what affects you. In its sound and movement there was a trade from even your 
own tribe gave you away. But the Father’s hand is not too short to save for time was the dilemma 
that enslaved. Something echoes that says you deserve it. Like a belief you’d be okay if you just 
lived through it. Then abandonment holds its place so death is a protector at a gate. Deal with the 
windows and change the light. It will reverse the time. We will win the fight. 
 
One window is tied to death, perception of death and wickedness. This is in the centrality of all 
things. This is the mystery. Inside the centrality there is wickedness instead of righteousness. 
Ann: [scroll] The will of ones own mind does not line up with the mind of Christ. When one’s will 
lines up with the mind of Christ it is renewed. Lies fall, evil released. Evil is unloosed. That evil 
permeates all throughout everything that doesn’t have this renewed mind in me. The glory, the 
access way. You are moving in the right direction. Keep following me. Never cease following me. 
Ralph, he loves you so much. You are so significant in the learning of the undoing of evil in this 
course. This course of life that you all continue to walk in – never cease following the undoing of 
this evil. I am in the center and I am in charge but I need each and every one of you to follow 
through the undoing that I am in charge of. 
 
I saw the snake on the rod of Aesclipius. Branches come off that rod, the tree of the knowledge of 
good and evil and healing was wrapped around it. The star of death instead of the star of life. 
 
Paul: We are with IAM in eternity and I feel the programming being undone and chariots of fire. 
Maybe 1000s of parts that are being rescued.  
 
The mystery of Babylon is the unity of the Tower of Babel. Ungodly unity establishes the matrix 
or womb of the dawn where wickedness can flourish. 
 



Paul Dream: Brian was driving his car to LA Planetarium and I did not want to go there, trying to 
get out of the car. Did not want to go to Star Wars.  
 
 
Dan 8:13  
 
There is an I AM court. 
 
We stand between the Cross and I AM. We cannot come to I AM without coming through the 
Cross. The river of God is flowing through the person into the Cross and we feel deliverance going 
through the Cross.  
 
Daniel 7:9 
 
Horses, Ancient of Days all on top of head. 
 
There is an ancient of Days Court. The I AM Court is before the Ancient of Days court. 
JANA What you envision you will worship. What you worship, will multiply. Do justice and love 
mercy. For it I AM Love will not be denied. Experience is the best teacher. Enter in for the new 
creation. For narrow is the way that leads to trust. Truth is the balance and trust you must. [ My 
sense is that we walk through and experience this] 
 
Jesus is the door to I AM. There is a Cross. There is a difference between the Cross and the Blood. 
We have to enter into the Cross. There is healing.  
 
In the center of the Cross is the center of righteousness. This is the center of all things. 
 
Sonia: You cannot come into the is place without being in hyour glorified body. Jesus is the way 
to Me. This is how I see you my children. The word leads the way to Jesus. Jesus is the word. The 
path of holiness brought you here. You belong here my children. You belong here. I long for you 
My children. This is an easy place of access for you now that you have found me again. I want to 
hug you I want to place kisses on you. I want to give you presents, giftings, mantles, prepare you 
and send you off again. I love you. There is no limit on My love for you. When you come before 
me I laugh with joy and my joy takes you and wins those battles. Your bodies were made to be 
filled with light – My light, the light of My cross, the light of creation, the light of My heart 


